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2000/114 #1 Walter Fox on Canol Road at Government Camp. 1943. Went 

from Rose River to Camp by dog team.  -  1943.

2000/114 #2 Walter Fox and wife, Lily Johnson. My Uncle Walter's wife 
passed away. Her passing was a great tragedy to him.
[Informal portrait.]

2000/114 #3 Walter Fox and Billy Johnson. My mother's brother [Walter 
Fox] and the Bride's, Lily Johnson's, brother [Billy Johnson].
[Both men are sitting on the doorstep of a wood sided 
building.]

2000/114 #4 Walter Fox [while] tearing down house at Johnson's Crossing.

2000/114 #5 L-R: My mom Elizabeth Fox/Bosely, her mother Anne Fox with 
sister Sarah Fox. Approx 1946.
[Three women posing in a row outdoors.
Additional caption information gathered during the Teslin 
Tlingit Council project Elders meeting held in Teslin on March 
10, 2009. Elders identified Elizabeth to also be called Liza.]  -  
ca. 1946.

2000/114 #6 My mother's older sister Irene Fox (deceased) holding 
younger brother Peter Fox.
[Two children outdoors.]
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2000/114 #7 Baby picture of my Aunt Sarah Fox.

[Young girl standing in snow.]

2000/114 #8 Picture taken outside of the family's trapping cabin located at 
Rose River on the South Canol Road. 1945.
[Four women and a man with three dogs. Snow on ground.
Additional caption information gathered during the Teslin 
Tlingit Council project meeting held in Whitehorse May 21, 
2009. Marie Bosely who is Elizabeth Bosely's daughter 
identified left to right Sarah Fox, ?, Elizabeth Bosely, Anne 
Fox, Louie Fox.]  -  1945.

2000/114 #9 My Uncle Peter Fox holding my oldest sister Pearl Bosely. 
Picture taken outside of the family's trapping cabin located at 
Rose River on the South Canol Road. 1945.
[Additional caption information gathered during the Teslin 
Tlingit Council project Elders meeting held in Teslin on March 
10, 2009. Elders identified this as Pearl Callaghan.]  -  1945.

2000/114 #10 Pictures taken outside of the family's trapping cabin located at 
Rose River on the South Canol Road. 1945.
[Appears to be Sarah Fox, Elizabeth Fox, Gramma-Anne Fox, 
and Levina (Lee) Fox. Snowshoes visible amongst other 
supplies.]  -  1945.

2000/114 #11 Sarah Fox (my auntie) with surveyor at Rose River.
[The woman is sitting on one of two horses.]
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2000/114 #12 Sarah Fox in Edmonton Hospital - recovery from TB.

[She is in a hospital bed after tuberculosis.]

2000/114 #13 L-R: Lily Fox (Morris) who married my mom's oldest brother 
Louis Fox. Sarah Fox, my mom's sister.
[Two women posing outdoors. Clothes on a clothesline are in 
the background.]

2000/114 #14 Photo taken at Grouard School located 100 miles outside of 
Edmonton. Lots of children from Teslin were sent to this 
school.
[Girls posing outdoors with three nuns and a clergy member.]

2000/114 #15 Paul Fox at Bell Lake. Hunting party approx. 1963.
[He is posed kneeling outdoors. 1962 marked on photo.]  -  
ca. 1963.

2000/114 #16 My aunt Lee Fox's girlfriend Nelly from school.

2000/114 #17 Uncle Paul Fox on a hunting party at Northern Lake over the 
mountains from Lapee [Lapie?] Lake. Sept. '56
[He is standing holding a rifle on a rock in a flowing river.]  -  
Sep 1956.
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2000/114 #18 My mother's family L-R: Walter Fox, Louie Fox, Paul Fox, 

Elizabeth Fox, Anne Fox (my Gramma), Peter Fox, Lee Fox 
and Sarah Fox. Children of Peter Fox and Anne Sidney.
[Photographed indoors.]

2000/114 #19 L-R: Anne Fox, Sarah Fox, my Mom [Elizabeth Fox], Walter 
Fox.
[Three women and a man posing in a row outdoors.]

2000/114 #20 L-R: Minnie Sydney [Sidney], Annie Geddes, Annie Sydney 
[Anne Sidney] (Gramma)
[Posed in a row outdoors. Snow on ground.]

2000/114 #21 #21 to #23 These are all pictures of my beloved gramma 
Anne Fox. She passed away at the age of 86 years. As you 
can see she was a strong, beautiful woman who lived a full 
productive life.
[Anne Fox possibly in her 80s. Photographed indoors. 
Trophies, a Christmas tree and Christmas cards are visible.]

2000/114 #22 #21 to #23 These are all pictures of my beloved gramma 
Anne Fox. She passed away at the age of 86 years. As you 
can see she was a strong, beautiful woman who lived a full 
productive life.
[Anne Fox dressed in a fur coat. Possibly 40 years old.]
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2000/114 #23 #21 to #23 These are all pictures of my beloved gramma 

Anne Fox. She passed away at the age of 86 years. As you 
can see she was a strong, beautiful woman who lived a full 
productive life.
[Anne Fox as a young woman. She is sitting in a chair.]

2000/114 #24 Peter Fox - Big Game Guide (my mom's younger brother).
[Posing with a sheep or goat.]

2000/114 #25 Peter Fox Jr. and Clifford Geddes.
[Photographed outdoors.]

2000/114 #26 Uncle Peter Fox with caribou.

2000/114 #27 My siblings: Pearl Bosely and Sheila Bosely skating on Teslin 
Lake with friends.
[Bridge visible in background.]

2000/114 #28 My siblings: Jean Bosely, Buz Bosely, and half of me [Liz 
Bosely].
[Posing in front of a fireplace.]

2000/114 #29 My siblings: Buz Bosely on my dad's snowmobile. My dad [Bill 
Bosely] owned the first snow machine and speed boat in 
Teslin. This cabin is still standing on my family's property.
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2000/114 #30 My siblings: Pearl Bosely, Jean Bosely and Marie Bosely 

playing in the yard. [on the snow machine]

2000/114 #31 My mom Elizabeth Bosely with my four eldest siblings, Pearl 
Bosely, Jean Bosely, Marie Bosely and Sheila Bosely. [Is this 
left to right?
Outhouse in background.]

2000/114 #32 Pearl Bosely, Jean Bosely, Marie Bosely, Sheila Bosely and 
friend Billy McKay. [Is this left to right?
Children playing.]

2000/114 #33 My dad [Bill Bosely] with Pearl Bosely on the back of dog 
"Terry".

2000/114 #34 Scraping mom's moose hide. L-R: Brenda Bosely, Pearl 
Bosely, Jean Bosely.

2000/114 #35 My dad [Bill Bosely] with [L-R?] Pearl Bosely, Jean Bosely, 
Marie Bosely and Sheila Bosely.
[Posing with a dog next to a truck.
Photographed at same time as 2000/114 #36.]
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2000/114 #36 My mom [Elizabeth Bosely] with [L-R?] Pearl Bosely, Jean 

Bosely, Marie Bosely and Sheila Bosely.
[Posing with a dog next to a truck.
Photographed at same time as 2000/114 #35.]

2000/114 #37 Going to Church. My dad [Bill Bosely] with L-R: Pearl Bosely, 
Jean Bosely, Marie Bosely.
[Posing with a dog next to a truck.]

2000/114 #38 My sister Pearl Bosely snowshoeing. Teslin.

2000/114 #39 Outdoor fun. [L-R?] Pearl Bosely and Jean Bosely.
[Two children playing in the snow.
Hides are hanging in the background. An outhouse is visible.]

2000/114 #40 Pearl Bosely, Jean Bosely, Marie Bosely and Allen [Bosely?]. 
[with toboggan]

2000/114 #41 Mabel Johnson (maiden name - Fox), Jim Fox's daughter. 
Mabel Johnson is Ingrid Johnson's mother. (Legend Seekers). 
Mabel visiting from Atlin.
[She is standing next to the window of a log building.]
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2000/114 #42 Jim Fox with grandson Peter Fox. Fishing on the Big Salmon 

Lake. My Great Grandfather loved to fish.
[The man is holding a fish in his right hand. Snowshoes are on 
the ground.]

2000/114 #43 Peter Fox Sr. at Scurvey Creek. Is displaying fox pelts. Stayed 
in tents during winter trapping at Scurvey Creek. Approx 1931.
[Low image quality.]  -  ca. 1931.

2000/114 #44 Peter Fox Sr. at the family trapping cabin located at Big 
Salmon Lake. He made his own trapping snowshoes. Note 
size of snowshoes for deep snow.
[He is holding a rifle.]

2000/114 #45 My grampa/grandma - Peter Fox Sr./Anne Sidney]. Peter Fox 
suffered from severe sinus infections as indicated by the 
swelling in his face.
[Composite photo. Photo of Anne Sidney same as 2000/114 
#23.]
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